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Abstract—Cloud based distributed systems rely on scheduling and resources allocation to function. In complex distributed systems a distribution of many jobs of different types is required. At the same time, a problem of virtual machines migration to physical servers must be solved. Therefore, configuration of a cloud system may be very dynamic, meaning that not only number of existing computational servers but also their location on physical servers might change. Optimal control strategies aimed to solve these problems are effective only when updated information about system's components is available. However, gathering this information from many distributed components of a cloud system, such as physical nodes or virtual machines may significantly decrease overall performance. These problems can be solved by applying different optimization techniques such as multi-agent approach. Agents decide if the information is outdated and needs to be updated by them. This paper describes a cloud system architecture that uses agents of different types. Agents' algorithms and their interaction schemes are defined. Software implementation in form of software environment is presented. Simulation experiments to compare performance of the system when using default monitoring methods and a multi-agent approach were conducted.

I. INTRODUCTION

Performance and reliability of cloud computing systems has always been a reoccurring topic for researches. Since the first cloud system appeared in 2000s, a lot of techniques were implemented to ensure that downtime of a system stays as low as possible. Lately an idea of a multi-agent approach to monitoring appeared and was researched numerous times. Its main goal is to help keeping information about frequently changing (uncertain) environment up to date and respond to these changes according to their algorithms. In [1] the approach was used in smart grid building. Cloud architecture is used as a base, and agents are used to check status of the system and to coordinate the control of each node.

Work of Mauro et al [2] applies multi-agent systems to evaluating of reliability assessment of power systems. They use simulation to improve reliability of a system and demonstrate the potential of multi-agent systems. However, although agents perform evaluation and optimization, they are not applied to mass-service systems which are the scope of this paper.

In [3] an agent is defined to have next characteristics:

- **Autonomy:** in the absence of external intervention, through their knowledge or perception of the external environment, they can independently control their own behavior to accomplish certain tasks;
- **Collaborative:** different agents can collaborate together to complete the task or the other complex problems, provide information to other agents when needed, this feature is especially suitable for solving of distributed problems;
- **Study:** they take the initiative to learn and get information from external environment in order to constantly revise their own database, which makes them more reasoning and planning.

The multi-agent system includes methods from different disciplines, such as artificial intelligence and distributed computing. This approach as it is, however, may lead to a huge overload of a system and, thus, needs optimization. One such way is, for example, decreasing polling rate and distributing tasks between agents. Optimization is especially important when the multi-agent approach is applied to performance monitoring. The presented optimization method consists of swapping polling with on-demand data updating. That allows significant decreasing of overhead expenses, increasing overall performance of a system.

In recent years most frequently optimization techniques were created for cloud based computing systems. Cloud based computing is a kind of computing where resources and data are shared and provided on-demand. Typically a cloud is built as a data center and has a main controlling server (master server), a computational server and a transmission server. During its work the cloud may have a huge overload that will decrease its performance. In this case optimization techniques are used which, essentially, try to minimize number of allocated resources [4]. A simple technique involves constant polling of all computational servers in order to get up to date information about their performance, and alternate resources quotas according to this information [5].
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II. A MULTI-AGENT APPROACH

A more complex technique is scheduling that uses different service disciplines such as conservative or threshold discipline [6]. Those disciplines have the same base algorithm but behave differently at the later stages. The conservative discipline receives a job and as soon as the controlling server finds the first free server, sends it for processing. The threshold discipline, instead, after receiving a job adds it to a queue of a computational server. When number of jobs in this queue becomes higher than a threshold value, it begins to search for a next computational server with free space in its queue. The threshold values are calculated based on the current performance of the system.

However, for the technique to work, additional parameters are required. Thus, as a part of scheduling, the constant polling is also presented. The reason is that required parameters are non-constant. Incoming jobs stream rate changes with time and varies randomly, with slight tendencies depending on time of day and other factors. Time needed to process jobs is also non-constant and can't be acquired at the time of job receiving. Processing of jobs with different processing time decreases the overall performance of a computational server so the controlling server must get information about performance to properly distribute load. At the same time resources quotas may change in time as well, whether because of a resource management system or an administrator. All this leads to the conclusion that in case of scheduling constant polling is essential for proper functioning of the method as updated information about resources and performance is essential.

The main disadvantage of constant polling is a high load on CPU. Continuous polling must be done from a controlling server. While it isn't involved in computing, coordinating and control is done there, so it is equally important as computational servers. The on-demand data updating completely avoids this problem by not doing anything but simple calculations when the data doesn't need to be sent. This is achieved by placing an agent in each computational server and in the controlling server.

The proposed approach is based on decrease of monitored objects’ load by placing an intellectual agent in each of them. Instead of performing a constant polling objects are monitored by those agents that decide if the changes were big enough and information about this should be made available for other controlling components. The infrastructure gives ways to subscribe new agents to information channels and information exchange between controllers and data storage. The agents are different for each type of system objects and have the same basic algorithm but differ in monitor and decision making algorithms. This way a multi-agent approach to monitoring also provides scalability and monitoring of a constantly changing system. The basic algorithm of a monitoring agent is shown on Fig. 1 and is explained further.

An agent is normally in standby mode, waiting for a data to be received or sent. When created, it subscribes to changes in information it has to check. Then it receives current threshold value for its computational server and enters the interrogation state when it gathers information about the server. At the same time it receives messages from the main controlling server and if it gets a signal to change threshold value does so. During the interrogation agent applies filtering algorithms to decide if the changes in parameter were big enough for the new value to be published. If they were, agent publishes the information and enters the interrogation state again. At the end of its work, agent unsubscribe from changes in information and closes. Those tasks are simple enough to not reduce server's performance.

![Fig. 1. Activity diagram of the basic agents' algorithm](image)

To test the multi-agent approach a software environment is required. Next section describes the environment built as a mass-service system simulator.

III. SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

A. Virtual machines monitor

The developed software environment is based on Xen hypervisor — a hypervisor using a microkernel design. Xen supports running several virtual machines at the same time as well as sharing resources between them. Migration of virtual machines is also possible. All that allows separating different subsystems from each other, and quickly swapping them with other subsystems, providing a strong base for a module based architecture. Xen is often used in scheduling analysis and as a virtual machines monitor for cloud based systems [7], [8].

Each subsystem is a virtual machine with its own parameters and set of software, connected with each other through a single virtual interface that works as a router.

Shared resources pool ensures that the system is able to dynamically reallocate resources between virtual machines, providing basic means to control performance of the environment.
B. Communication

Communication between different subsystems is crucial for functionality of the environment. Since virtual machines may be located on different physical nodes, an efficient way to exchange messages through internet connection is required. The current architecture uses a message broker, a message-oriented middleware as a way to exchange information between different subsystems. A message broker is responsible for receiving and sending messages between other instances of itself.

In [9] middleware is defined to have next characteristics:

- Prioritization of messages;
- Protection of messages from loss and reordering;
- Support for large user base;
- Adaptability to user changes;
- Low transmission latency;
- Low latency variability;
- Large data throughput;

The most important characteristics for the environment are: protection of messages from loss and reordering, adaptability to user changes, low transmission latency and low latency variability. To provide them RabbitMQ was used.

RabbitMQ is an asynchronous message queuing framework that works with many protocols and is optimized for high performance message handling. This framework was successfully used in [10] as a message broker. In [11] a comparison between ActiveMQ and RabbitMQ was made and the superiority of RabbitMQ was proven. As an exchange protocol to communicate with every subsystem the software environment uses Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) which focuses on a message-oriented communication and encryption of messages. The current specification (AMQP 1.0) provides needed features; particularly, a real-time feed of constantly updated information. Thus, the AMQP protocol and RabbitMQ are appropriate for communication between agents.

C. Architecture description

Each virtual machine is limited in its resources. Maximal CPU usage and maximal RAM amount are set during creation of a machine and can be changed later if such a need appears. Virtual machines may be hosted on different physical servers but they are still in the same virtual network, having access to each other, provided that they were allowed to interact with other virtual machines. In general a virtual machine is a subsystem.

There are two types of subsystems:

- Controlling subsystems
- Computational subsystems

Controlling subsystems control the behavior of different parts of the environment and each of them normally has at least one corresponding computing subsystem. The software environment relies on this type of subsystems to exchange required data from one subsystem to another.

Computational subsystems compute data that incomes from a corresponding subsystem and return a result. These are the main computational subsystems and are essential to the purpose of the environment: simulation experiments using distributed computing.

If there is more than one physical server in the environment, one of them takes the role of a main server, controlling others. The main server contains one extra controlling subsystem that distributes jobs to computational subsystems and decides if they need to be sent to another physical server. If there is only one physical server this server becomes the main one.

The architecture is presented on Fig. 2.

![Multi-agent system architecture](image-url)
D. Subsystems

Each controlling subsystem has an agent, a jobs queue, a producer that sends jobs and other data to several subsystems and a consumer that receives data from subsystems. One of the subsystems that it sends data to is the main controller. The main controller has a common jobs queue where jobs wait for decision, which computational subsystem a job should be sent to, to be made. There may be more than one computational subsystem corresponded to a controlling subsystem.

A generic computational subsystem includes an agent, a producer that sends jobs and other data to several subsystems, a consumer that receives data from subsystems and an application that processes received data and returns a result. A computational subsystem has one single corresponding controlling subsystem.

In the software environment agents are background processes that perform their own task. Each subsystem has its own agent distinct by their task:

- Computational subsystems have performance monitoring agents that evaluate performance of a subsystem it works on.
- Controlling subsystem has incoming jobs stream monitoring agent. This agent evaluates incoming jobs stream intensity.
- The main server has a resource monitoring agent. It gets information about resources quotas and their changes if they were changed by an administrator.

E. Agents

This subsection describes behavior of the agents that exist in the software environment. Every agent has the same base for the algorithms - independent decision making. Each agent decides for itself if information it has should be posted or not.

1) Performance monitoring agent: The agent that monitors the performance checks a computational server's performance at regular intervals and decides if it should be sent to the controlling server. The performance is evaluated by using moving average method [12]. This method smoothen up fluctuations and allows defining a trend in performance changing. If the average value exceeds a threshold value the agent send information about current performance of the server to the controlling server. In other case it just continues the evaluation. Fig. 3 shows the algorithm.

Using the calculated average value different parameters of a system, such as maximal CPU time, are changed.

2) Incoming jobs stream monitoring agent: This agent monitors rate at which jobs income to the queue. Its main goal is to check if there is a free computational server that is able to process the job and if there is no such server waits for its appearance. If there is a free server, the agent begins to evaluate incoming stream rate and if the average number of jobs was different from the last one for a certain period of time, sets it as a new rate. Since the agent is placed in the main controller, there is no controlling agent. The agent's algorithm is presented at the Fig. 4.

3) Resources monitoring agent: This agent gathers the information about current resources quotas. Those are allowed CPU time for each computational server, memory usage and allowed free space on hard drive. If any quota was changed it saves information for a future use in jobs distribution.

Each agent is also able to update their threshold values by receiving data from the main controlling server. To provide scalability and flexibility ontology based data storage was implemented. ARCL RDF system was used to create and manage RDF triplets and the data itself is stored in a database. Since the multi-agent approach doesn't suggest a frequent update of data, on-memory database will not give us any gain in speed. Thus, a relational database will be sufficient.

F. Software environment and algorithms description

The current software environment consists of one physical server, one main controlling server (virtual machine), two
controlling servers and two corresponding computational servers. The basic algorithm is next: the main controlling server generates a job (in a real-life scenario it is done by a user), then the job is added to the common jobs queue. After that the system applies a service discipline to the queue and according to it distributes jobs between computational servers. As soon as a job is processed, computational servers send an answer to let the main controlling server know that it is done.

The servers were sorted by performance level: highest to lowest. Currently there is only one parameter that characterizes this: maximal CPU usage (CPU quota).

The conducted experiments were aimed to find out which initial parameters of a system allow increasing the performance by using the described approach.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiments description

To evaluate the performance cost of multi-agent approach three experiments were conducted with both existing computational servers used. Two of them use the polling algorithm: the main controlling server constantly interrogates every computational server and gathers required information. Two different time intervals were selected: 1 second and 10 seconds. The third experiment used the multi-agent approach.

In all three experiments jobs were generated by the main control script. To simulate a real-life case, intervals between jobs generation were randomly distributed by the Poisson's law based on average jobs per second value. There were also some variations. The whole time, during which the experiments were conducted, was separated into four periods. Intervals during those periods were different with the highest (and lowest jobs rate) being at the last one and the lowest (the highest jobs rate) being at the third one.

When a job is generated and sent to a server, time when it happened is saved. Computational servers receive jobs and run a script that simulates load on the system. It requires a sufficient CPU time to be processed and its processing time is guaranteed to be at least slightly different with each run. After the job was processed, a signal about this event is received by the main controlling server and the finishing time is saved. The processing time is calculated based on these values.

Experiments were conducted 10 times each and each run lasted for 1000 jobs. As soon as the 1000th job was processed, one run was stopped and the next one began.

B. Experiments results

Results of each run were saved to different text files. After each experiment values from those files were averaged and saved to another file. This resulted in 1000 values that represent average processing time of each job that was sent to a computational server in microseconds (μs). Then the results were filtered by calculating average for every three values.

The runs using constant polling have shown that processing time slowly but surely increase, as a run continues. This is due to the fact that because there is a high overload on the system, less and less jobs are actually being sent to be processed. This concludes that high frequency polling significantly decreases performance. The results for the first experiment are shown on Fig. 5, where \( n \) is a number of an experiment in a run.

Fig. 6 shows results of the experiments with polling frequency set to 10. As can be seen the system is stable and
keeps performance on a higher level than when the frequency is set to 1. \( n \) is a number of an experiment in a run.

The last experiment was conducted using agents. Fig. 7 shows that at first there was a short increase in processing time however it then decreased and kept being stable until the end of the experiment. The average processing time was also lower than in any previous experiment which proves that the offered approach is more effective. \( n \) is a number of an experiment in a run.

![Fig. 5. Processing time with polling (1 sec. interval)](image)

![Fig. 6. Processing time with polling (10 sec. interval)](image)

Table I shows the comparison of the average processing time in each experiment.

![Fig. 7. Processing time with multi-agent approach](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Average processing time (( \mu )s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polling (1 sec. interval)</td>
<td>3682955.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polling (10 sec. interval)</td>
<td>1708525.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-agents approach</td>
<td>142949.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Effective control of complex cloud based distributed systems requires an updated information about distant nodes state. When constant polling is in action, shared resources are used, disallowing big part of it to be used by computational servers. The presented approach makes it possible to keep the required information up to date while keeping overheads at their minimum. The base of this approach is decision making agents that evaluate different parameters and send the information only when the changes are radical. The software implementation provides a good flexibility and scalability of the system.

Conducted experiments proved advantage of the offered approach in comparison with polling of servers when the incoming jobs stream rate is dynamic. The results characterize a system with independent applications, processing jobs. The proposed approach, however, has drawbacks. The first one is detection of a failure in components functioning. Unlike when polling is used, in case of using intellectual agents it is impossible to detect that one of components stopped responding. This raises the difficulty of using this approach in case of unstable functionality of components. The solution to this is in raising complexity of the main controller algorithm, making it possible to detect unusual pauses during the processing and receiving data from agents. The second problem may occur after heavily increasing number of components and, as a result, intensity of data streams that are to be sent to the knowledge base. In this case using a relational database management system may become a bottleneck. The solution is in shifting to a database management system that uses key-value pairs or to a distributed database. In the next work agents’ algorithms will be improved and a possibility to apply this approach to interacting applications will be researched. Other service disciplines will be used and the approach will be improved to decrease time until a system enters the stationary state.
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